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INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a real reflexive Banach space and X* denote its dual Banach 
space. In this paper we are interested in studying equations of the form 
Au + Tu 3f, where fe X* is given and A : D(A) c X+ 2x‘, T : D(T) c 
X+ 2** are nonlinear mappings. Such equations are motivated by general 
elliptic boundary value problems in divergence form defined on a bounded 
domain Q contained in an Euclidean space R”. For such elliptic boundary 
value problems the mapping A is defined by the top-order terms of the 
differential operator and the boundary conditions and the nonlinear mapping 
T is defined by the lower-order terms. Usually the nonlinear mapping A is 
maximal monotone and T is a nonlinear mapping of monotone type. In this 
paper we are interested in the situation when the differential expression 
defining A is linear but domain D(A) of A is not a linear set due to nonlinear 
boundary conditions. For example, consider a maximal monotone graph /I in 
R x R. The mapping A : D(A) c L*(l2) + 2L2(R), where D(A) = {u E H*(R) 1 
-c%/c% E/?(u) a.e. in X?} and Au =-Au for u E D(A). (Here Hk(R) 
denotes the usual Sobolev space and a/&z the outward normal derivative on 
the boundary aB of a.) It turns out that the A defined above is maximal 
monotone and has a weakly-closed graph in L’(R) x L*(R) (see Brezis [ 21, 
Gupta [6]). We shall, accordingly, assume that the mapping A : D(A) c 
X+ 2x* is maximal monotone and has a weakly-closed graph in X X X*. It 
may be mentioned that if A is linear and maximal monotone then its graph is 
weakly-closed. So our assumption includes the case when A is linear and 
maximal monotone. Now, the usual way one studies the existence of a 
solution of the equation Au + Tu3f is that one first solves the approximate 
equation A,u, + Tu, 3f, A > 0, A, being the Yosida-approximation of A 
and then allow A + 0+ to obtain a solution of Au + Tu 3j In Section 1 we 
give some results which indicate when solvability of the approximate 
equation A,u, + Tu, 3f, A > 0, imply the solvability of the equation 
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Au + Tu 3f as one allows A + O+. Our results of Section 1 are 
generalization of similar results of Browder and Hess [5]. In Section 2 we 
apply results of Section 1 to the surjectivity of the mapping A + T : X-+ 2x’ 
and obtain a simpler proof of an earlier esult of Gupta [6]. 
1 
Let X be a real reflexive Banach space and Xx denote its dual Banach 
space. Using a result of Asplund [ 11, we shall assume in the following that 
the Banach space X is endowed with a norm in which both X and X* are 
strictly-convex. We shall be using the following definitions: for w E X*, 
x E X we denote by (w, x) the duality pairing between X and X*. For a 
multivalued mapping T : X -+ 2x* (the set of subsets of X*), we denote by 
D(T), the efictive domain of T, the subset of X defined by D(T) = (x E X 1 
TX # 0). Also we denote by G(T), the graph of T, the subset of XXX” 
defined by G(T) = ( [ x, w] 1 x E D(T), w E TX}. A mapping T: X+ 2” is 
said to be monotone if its graph G(T) is a monotone subset of X X X* in the 
sense that (wi - w,, x, -x2) > 0 for [xi, wi] E G(T), i = 1,2. T: X-+ 2x’ is 
said to be maximal monotone if it is monotone and its graph G(T) is 
maximal among all monotone subsets of X x X* in the sense of inclusion. 
DEFINITION . A mapping T : D(T) c X-, 2” is said to be of type (M) if 
for any sequence uj E D(T) and wj E Tuj with uj - u (weakly) in X, wj - w 
(weakly) in X*, and lim supjtoo (wj, uj) < (w, u) then u E D(T) and w E Tu. 
If, in addition, we have that (wj, uj) -+ (w, u) we say that T is generalized 
pseudo-monotone. Note that a generalized pseudo-monotone mapping is 
trivially a mapping of type (M) and the converse is not true in general. 
DEFINITION 2. Let T : X + 2x* with effective domain D(T). T is said to 
be quasi-bounded if for each M > 0 there exists a constant K (depending on 
M) such that whenever [x, w] E G(T), (w,x) <M I/x]], ]]x]] <M then 
I] w]] < K. T is said to be strongly-quasi-bounded if for each M > 0 there 
exists a constant K such that whenever [x, w] E G(T), (w, x) < M, /Ix]] <M 
then /] w]] < K. Note that a bounded mapping T (which maps bounded 
subsets of X into bounded subsets of X*) is clearly both strongly-quasi- 
bounded and quasi-bounded while the converse is not true in general. It 
should also be noted that if T : X--f 2’* is a monotone mapping with 0 as an 
interior point of the effective domain D(T) of T, then T is strongly-quasi- 
bounded (See Browder and Hess [5, Proposition 141). 
We shall be concerned with mappings T : X-+ 2x* of type (M) whose 
effective domain D(T) contain a dense linear subspace X0 of X. Such 
mappings were studied earlier by Gupta [6], and Browder [4], as mappings 
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of type (M) w.r.t. X,. It is of course easy to see that mappings of type (M) 
w.r.t. X0 in the sense of Gupta [6] are type (M) mappings containing X, in 
its effective domain while the converse may not be true. We note here that 
Theorem 1 of Gupta [6] is valid for mappings T of type (M) which contain a 
dense linear subspace X, of X in its effective domain D(T). (See also [7, 
Theorem 5.4, p. 1541). The following lemma, which shows that if a mapping 
of type (M) contains a dense linear subspace X, in its effective domain and if 
it is a bounded mapping then its effective domain coincides with X, is due to 
Gupta [6]. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a real reflexive Banach space and X, a dense linear 
subspace of X. Let T :X + 2x’ be a given mapping with effective domain 
D(T) such that X, c D(T). Let T be a bounded mapping of type (M). Then 
D(T) =X. 
We, next, describe the Yosida approximation A, of a maximal monotone 
mapping A : D(A) c X --t 2x*. Let us recall that X is a reflexive Banach space 
and is endowed with a norm such that both X and X* are strictly-convex. 
We shall denote by J the duality mapping of X* into X defined for w E X* 
by Jw = U, where (w, Jw) = 11 w 11’ and I(Jw I] = /I w 11. Such a u exists by Hahn- 
Banach Theorem and is unique since X is strictly-convex. Also we note that 
(WI - w23 Jw, - Jw,) = 0 for w,, w2 E X* implies that w, = w2 in view of 
the assumed strict-convexity of both X and X*. For 1 > 0, the mapping 
A, : X+ X* defined by A, = (A -’ + W)) ’ is called the Yosida approx- 
imation of A and it is easy to see that for k > 0, A, is single-valued, every- 
where defined, bounded, maximal monotone, and demi-continuous (i.e., 
continuous from X into X* endowed with weak-topology). (See, e.g., Brezis, 
Crandall, and Pazy [3]; Browder and Hess [5]). 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a real reflexive Banach space, A : X+ 2x’ be a 
maximal monotone mapping with [0, 0] E G(A) and G(A) weakly-closed in 
X x X*. Let T : X -+ 2x’ be a mapping of type (M). Suppose that for a given 
w0 E X* there is a & > 0 such that the following holds. 
ForeachIZ withO<d<&, 
w,=A,u,+w,, uA EX, We E Tu, 
with ]IAIu,]l GM, II u~I] < M, (0 < k < A,,). Then, there exists a u,, E X such 
that 
w,EAu,+Tu,. 
Proof It follows easily from the definition of the Yosida approximation 
A* that A, u* E A(u, - W(A, u,,)). Set x1 = u1 - W(A, uJ, so that 
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11~~ - UJ =A JIJ(A,u,)ll=3, IIAA~xll <1M<&M. This shows that 
I/x1 - u~([.+ 0 as 1-+ Ot. Let now {Aj}, be a sequence such that lj+ Ot and 
u,, E X, Z, E X*, Z, E X* be such that uj z uAj -1 u0 (weakly) in X, Ajuj = 
AAiuAj- Z, (weakly) in X*, wjz wli- Z, (weakly) in Xx. Then 
w,=Z,-tZ, andxj-x,.-u,. Since, now, the graph of A is weakly-closed 
and Ajuj E Axj we have that U, E D(A) and Z, E Au,. Now, using the 
monotonicity of A, we have 
O<(Ajuj-Z,,xj-u,)=(w,-wj-Z,,xj-u,) 
= (WO,xj-UO)- (wj,xj) t (wj, uO>- (zl>xj-uO)' 
This gives that litn supj+,(wj, xj) < (Z,, u,). But 
lim S$p(Wj, Uj) = liy yP[(wj3 uj - xj> + Cwjl xj)l + 
= lim (Wj, Uj - Xj) + lim SuP(wjY xj) 
j+m i-m 
since I( uj - xjll + 0 as lj -+ O+. It then follows from the type (M) nature of T 
that U, E D(T) and Z, E Tu,. Hence w0 = Z, t Z, E Au, t Tu,. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a real reflexive Banach space. A : X + 2’. be a 
maximal monotone mapping with [0, 0] E G(A) and G(A) weakly-closed in
XX X*. Let T : X + 2x* be a mapping of type (M). Suppose that for every 
bounded maximal monotone mapping T, : X --) 2x’ with D(T,) = X the range 
R(T + T,) = U{ Tu t T, u I u E D(T)} =X*. Suppose further that either T is 
quasi-bounded or A is quasi-bounded and that T is a coercive mapping, i.e., 
‘iml14b OO,WETU (WY u>/ll u II = co. Then R(AtT)=U{Au+Tu/uED(A)n 
D(T)} =X*. 
ProoJ We notice that for /z > 0, the Yosida approximations A, of A are 
mappings of T,-type as mentioned in our ,assumptions. Accordingly, 
R(A, + T) = X* for every 1 > 0. Let w0 E X*. Now, there exist u1 E X and 
Z, E Tu,, such that w,, = A,u, t Z, since R(A, + T) = X*. Since 
[O,O]EG(A) we have A,O=O, so (w,,u,J=(AAuA,uJt(ZA,u,J > 
(ZA,UJ >/ C(llUAII> llu,lll ( since T is coercive) where c : R’ 4 R such that 
c(r) + co as r + 03. This gives that c(llulll) < II wOll and so there is a constant 
C (independent of A) such that /I u* II < C. Let us, now, suppose that T is 
quasi-bounded. It follows from (A, al, Us) > 0 and (A, Us, Us) + (Z, , ul) = 
(wo, u,J that (Z, , u,d < (wo, u,d < II w. II I u,, II and so II Z, II < K where K is a 
constant depending on C only (where IIu~II Q C). This shows that llAnunII <
1) wOJI + K and the condition of Theorem 1 holds and accordingly we have 
that there is a u. E X such that w. E Au, t Tu,. 
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We, now, suppose that A is quasi-bounded instead. We see using the coer- 
civity of T that there is a constant K, such that (Z,, Us) > -K, /Iu~/~. Also 
we have from A,u, + Z, = w0 that 
(A AUA,UJ=(Wg-zJ, UA> G (II w,II + K,) II ~a II G K, II u,i Il. 
Since, now, A,u, E A(u, - AJ(A,u,)) we get setting x,~ = Us - Iw(A,u,) 
that 
This, relation, also gives that 2 I(A,u, 11’ < (A,u,, uJ < K, llunll < K,C, so 
that fllIA,u,ll<fifl. A ccordingly, we get that there is A0 > 0 such 
that 
and 
@,I~u,,X*) G c, IIXAII for O<A<&. 
Hence IIAAuA II < K, for some constant K, and the condition of Theorem 1 is 
satisfied. So,there exists a a,, E X such that w0 E Au, + Tu,. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
2 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a real reflexive (not necessarily separable) 
Banach space and X,, be a dense linear subspace of X. Let T : X-1 2” be a 
quasi-bounded, coercive mapping of type M with effective domain D(T) and 
X0 c D(T). Suppose that T is upper-semi-continuous from each finite dimen- 
sional subspace of X0 into X* endowed with weak-topology and that 
for each u E X0, Tu is a non-empty, bounded, closed and convex subset 
of X”. Then the mapping T: X+ 2’* is surjective, i.e., R(T) = 
U{Tu:uED(T)}=X*. 
Proof. We first remark that it suffices toprove that 0 E R(T), i.e., there 
is a u,EX such that OETu,. Let, now, n denote the family of finite- 
dimensional subspaces of X,, and let A be partially ordered by inclusion. We
may assume that X,, = U(F I FE II }. For FE A, let j, : F -+ X denote the 
inclusion mapping and j: : X* -+ F* th e corresponding projection mapping. 
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Consider, now, the mapping TF =j,*rj, :F -+ 2F* for FE A. It follows easily 
from our assumptions that (i) there exists a constant r > 0 (independent of 
FE A) and (ii) for each FE A there exist uF E F with I/u,]] < r such that 
O,, Ej,*Tj,u, or equivalently there exist yF E Tu, such that yF E F’ (the 
annihilator of F in X*). Since ]/ u, ]] < I and (y,, u,) = 0 < /] uF(] for F E A it 
follows from the quasi-boundedness of T that there exist a constant M 
(independent of FE LI) such that ]] yF]] < M for FE A. For FE A, set V, = 
{[up,yp] IF’EAF 3 F} and let v, denote its weak-closure in XX X*. 
By our work above we see that V, is contained in a closed ball S 
(independent of FE/i). This closed ball S in XX X* is weakly-compact 
since X is reflexive. Clearly, the family of weakly-closed subsets ( VF}FEn of 
the weakly-compact set S have the finite-intersection pr perty. Accordingly, 
n FE/¶ ‘F f 6 Let [“09hl E bEA v,. We assert that u0 E D(T), y, E Tu,, 
and (y,,, x) = 0 for every x E X0 which implies y, = 0 since X, is dense in X. 
Now, for x E X0 let F, E /i be such that x E F,. Using Proposition 11 of 
Browder and Hess [5] we find an increasing sequence {FjB} in .4 such that 
Fja 3 F, for every j and [uj,yj] E Vcj (uj = uFj, yj =y,J such that uj 2 u,, 
(weakly) in X and yj - y, (weakly) m X*. Since yj E F,; for each j we see 
that (yj, v) + 0 for every u E X, = closure(u,z , Fj). Since uj E X, for every 
j and since a strongly-closed subspace is also a weakly-closed subspace of X 
we have u, E X, and so ( yj, uJ + 0. Also (yj, u,J -+ (y,, ZQ,). So (y,, z+,) = 0 
and limj+,(yj, uj) = 0 = (y,, uO). It follows that u,, E D(T) and y, E Tu,. 
Also since x E F, c X, we have ( yO, x) = limjdco(yj, x) = 0. It follows that 
y, = 0 E Tu, and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remark 1. Theorem 3 is a special case of Theorem 1 of Gupta [6] with 
A = 0. But Theorem 3 above has a much simpler proof than Theorem 1 of 
[6] and we wish to use Theorem 3 above to obtain a considerably simpler 
proof of Theorem 1 of [6] using Theorems 1 and 2 of Section 1. It is for this 
reason we presented Theorem 3 above. 
THEOREM 4. Let A : D(A) c X + 2x’ be a maximal monotone mapping 
with 0 E A(0) and graph G(A) of A weakly-closed in XX X*. Suppose, 
further, that the duality mapping J :X* -+X is weakly-continuous. Let 
T : D(T) c X + 2x’ be as in Theorem 3 above. Then the mapping A + T : 
X+ 2x* is surjectiue, i.e., R(A + T) z U{Au + Tu I u E D(A) n D(T)} =X*. 
We need the following lemmas in the proof of Theorem 4. We also recall 
that X is a real-reflexive Banach space and is endowed with a norm so that 
both X and X* are strictly-convex. Further, for each L > 0, the Yosida 
approximation A, = (A -’ + W)-’ :X-+X* is a single-valued, everywhere 
defined, bounded, maximal monotone and demi-continuous mapping. 
LEMMA 2. Let T, :X-+X* be weakly-continuous monotone and 
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T :X -+ 2x* be a mapping of type (M). Then T, + T : X --) 2x’ is a mapping of 
type (W 
Proof Let {u,} be a sequence in X, w, E T,u, + Tu,, u E X, w E X* be 
such that u, - u (weakly) in X, w, - w (weakly) in X* with 
lim sup”_ (wn, u,) < (w, u). Since, now, T, is weakly-continuous we have 
T,,un - T,u (weakly) in X*. So w, - T,,u,, E Tu, and w, - TOu, - 
w - T,u. Since T, is monotone we have 0 < (T,u, - T,,u, u, -u) and this 
gives that (T,,u, u) < lim infn,,(T,,u,, u,). Now we have that 
lim sup(w, - TOu,, u,) < lim sup(w,, u,) - lim inf(T,,u,, u,) 
n-co n+m n-m 
< (w, u) - (T,,u, u) = (w - TOu, u). 
Hence u E D(T) and w - T,,u E Tu since T is of type (M). This proves that 
w E (T,, + T)(u) and T, + T is of type (M). 
LEMMA 3. Let A : D(A) c X-+ 2x’ be as in Theorem 4 above. Then for 
every A > 0, the Yosida approximation A I :X--f X* is weakly-continuous if 
the duality mapping J : X* +X is weakly-continuous. 
Proof Let {un} be a sequence in X such that u, 2 u (weakly) in X. 
Since A A : X+X* is a bounded mapping we may assume that there is a 
w E X* such that AAu, - w (weakly) in X*. Now AaIu, = (A ~’ + U)--’ (u,) 
implies that u, - W(A, un) E A ‘(A, u,). Since, now, J is weakly-continuous 
we have J(A,u,) - J(w) (weakly) in X and u, - U(A,u,) - u - U(w) 
(weakly) in X. This gives that u - W(w) E A-‘(w) since graph G(A) of A is 
weakly-closed (and hence graph G(A ‘) of A ~’ is weakly-closed). Now 
u - U(w) E A _ l(w) implies that w = (A -- I + Iw) ’ (u) = A,t u, since A., is 
single-valued. Hence the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let A. > 0. It follows from Lemmas 2 and 3 that 
A,, + T :X+ 2” is a mapping of type (M). Further, under our assumptions 
on T and the properties of the Yosida approximation A, we have (i) 
X, c D(A, + T), (ii) A, + T is upper-semi-continuous from each linite- 
dimensional subspace of X0 to X* endowed with weak-topology, (iii) for 
each u E X0, (A, + T)( u is a nonempty, bounded, closed-convex set, and ) 
(iv) A, + T is quasi-bounded and coercive. We thus have that 
R(A, + T) =X* for A > 0. It then follows from Theorem 2 of Section 1 that 
R(A + T) = X* (note that the proof of Theorem 2 of Section 1 uses the fact 
that R(A, + T) =X*, for i > 0). This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
Remark 2. Theorem 4 above is a special case of Theorem 1 of Gupta 
[6] (see also [ 7, Theorem 5.4, p. 1.541) in the case when the duality mapping 
J:X*-+X is weakly-continuous. However, proof of Theorem 4 is 
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considerably simpler than the proof of Theorem 1 of [6] both conceptually 
and technically. We also note that in case X= H a Hilbert space the duality 
mapping is the identity mapping and accordingly we definitely have a better 
theorem at least in the Hilbert space case. 
Remark 3. If we assume in Theorem 4 above that T: X+ 2” to be a 
generalized pseudo-monotone mapping then we can take A : X-+ 2x’ to be 
any maximal monotone mapping with 0 E A(0) without any weak-continuity 
assumption on the duality mapping J. We prove it as Theorem 5 below. 
THEOREM 5. Let X be a rejlexive Banach space and X, be a dense- 
linear subspace of X. Let A : D(A) c X -+ 2” be a maximal monotone 
mapping with 0 E A(0). Let T : D(T) c X + 2x’ be a quasi-bounded, 
coercive, generalized pseudo-monotone mapping with X0 c D(T). Further 
suppose that T is upper semi-continuous from each Jinite-dimensional 
subspace of X,, to X* endowed with weak-topology and for each u E X,,, Tu 
is a non-empty, bounded, closed-convex set. Then the mapping A + T: 
X-r 2x* is surjective, i.e., R(A + T) = U{Au + Tu 1 u E D(A) (7 D(T)} =X*. 
ProoJ For 1 > 0 let A, = (A - ’ + J.J) -’ : X -+ X* be the Yosida approx- 
imation of A. It follows by Theorem 1 of [5] that A, + T : X+ 2x* is a 
generalized pseudo-monotone mapping satisfying conditions of Theorem 3. 
Accordingly R(A, + T) = X* for every L > 0. It then follows from 
Theorem 7 of [S] that R(A + T) =X*. Hence the theorem. 
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